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ABSTRACT
We consider a new adaptive medium access protocol in wireless networks and analyze the per-
formance of the protocol based on stochastic modeling. Using the stochastic model, we show
that the adaptive medium access protocol performs well in wireless networks where the number
of nodes are changing in time. We also tackle the outlier problem that exists in the adaptive
medium access protocol. Some numerical and simulation results are provided to validate the
analytical results.

MAIN CONTRIBUTION

We consider a new adaptive MAC protocol based on the renewal access protocol (RAP) [1],
called the Adaptive Renewal Access Protocol (A-RAP). Each node with the A-RAP adjusts
its backoff parameters individually only when it transmits a packet like the BEB in the IEEE
802.11 DCF. In the A-RAP, each node has a two dimensional ‘Backoff Selection State (BSS)’
(m, i) to adjust its backoff behavior. Each node with the A-RAP selects a backoff counter value
according to the Poisson selection distribution whose parameter is determined by its BSS. The
first element of the BSS, m, is called ‘Estimated Number of Nodes (ENN)’. The ENN indicates
each node’s estimation for the number of nodes in the network. Each node selects a backoff
counter value according to its ENN value, i.e., the parameter of the Poisson selection distribution
is determined by the ENN. The second element of the BSS, i, is called ‘phase’. The phase is
used to control the transition between adjacent ENN values, i.e., the ENN is adjusted only when
the phase moves beyond given boundary values. We mathematically analyze the performance
of the A-RAP based on stochastic modeling and show that the A-RAP performs well in wireless
networks where the number of nodes are changing in time. We also tackle the outlier problem
that exists in the A-RAP. Some numerical and simulation results are provided to validate the
analytical results.
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